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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Solberg Receives Environmental Stewardship Award
Green Bay, Wisconsin - The Solberg Company, a global supplier of firefighting foam concentrates and
systems hardware, has received a 2013 Environmental Stewardship Award from the Green Bay Area
Chamber of Commerce.
The Environmental Stewardship Award recognizes Solberg for its commitment to develop environmentally
sustainable products, and for its state-of-the-art environmentally friendly manufacturing plant, which the
company built in the metro Green Bay area in 2011.
“We are honored to receive this award,” said Dennis Kennedy, General Manager of Solberg. “We are
profoundly committed to environment-friendly products and manufacturing processes that sustain our
fragile environment. Our superior products and advanced manufacturing enable Solberg to fulfill its
mission to provide our customers with leading firefighting foam technologies and performance products
wherever they are needed.”
Solberg’s innovative firefighting foam concentrates enable its customers to be more environment-friendly
in suppressing fires. Solberg product brands include RE-HEALING™ Foam that is an authentic 100%
fluorosurfactant, fluoropolymer-free foam concentrate for Class B fires, and FIRE-BRAKE™ Foam which
is an environmentally sustainable wild land urban interface foam concentrate for Class A fires, as well as
ARCTIC™ Foam for class B fires.
Based in Green Bay, Wisconsin, with operations in Bergen, Norway and Sydney, Australia, Solberg has
been involved with the manufacture of firefighting foams since the mid-1970s. Solberg is recognized
throughout Europe and the Asia Pacific Region for its environmentally sustainable fluorosurfactant and
fluoropolymer-free products that are an innovation in Class B firefighting foam. Additionally, Solberg
manufactures a complete range of traditional foam concentrates including Class A and High-Expansion
foam concentrates and foam systems hardware. Solberg’s unique technology is preferred by customers
in the aerospace, aviation, chemical, defense, energy, fire services, marine, mining, oil and gas,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical, pipeline, solvent & coatings and utilities industries.
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###
About Solberg
Solberg is an Amerex Corporation company with a European heritage. The company is a global
one-stop resource for firefighting foam concentrates and custom-designed foam suppression systems
hardware and accessories. Solberg offers environmentally sustainable fluorosurfactant and fluoropolymerfree foam concentrate products, an innovation in Class B firefighting foam and traditional firefighting foam
concentrates. Solberg’s people and processes are committed to quality, service and safety along with
environmental responsibility. This philosophy enables the company to flourish while delivering innovations
and value. More information can be found at: www.solbergfoam.com
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